
Epilogue 

 

In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to outline a portrait of a pioneering 

historical research institution of Indian subcontinent- Varendra Research Society. Therefore 

throughout the present work efforts have been made to explore the activities and 

achievements of the Varendra Research Society on the basis of materials collected from 

various research and academic institutions. 

In fact the historical researches in Bengal as well as India particularly in scientific 

style was started with the foundation of Colonial rule. The foremost initiatives were 

undoubtedly taken up by the British scholars and it was gradually followed by the Indians. Sir 

William Jones seems to be the pioneer in this regard because of his involvement in 

establishing Asiatic Society. Yet, in examining the sources it has been found that 

notwithstanding the presence of Asiatic Society, in reality, till the eighth decade of the 

nineteenth century, neither in Bengal nor in India there was an ambiance of historical culture 

in the truest sense. Although a few disjunctive surveys were conducted in Bengal by the 

Britishers like Buchanan Hamilton, Alexander Cunningham, Ravenshaw and Westmacott. 

But those hardly contributed to the composition of the ancient history of Bengal. Around the 

end of eighties of the nineteenth century the consciousness about history seemed to have got 

a greater flow. Thus in such ripened circumstances a number of research societies and 

institutions gradually got growing in Bengal from the last decade of Nineteenth and first 

decade of Twentieth century. Lord Curzon too, certainly contributed to generate a momentum 

towards historical research in this country by escalating curiosity towards the preservation of 

Indian monuments. Accordingly, the Bengal Academy of Literature (changed to Bangiya 

Sahitya Parishad ) came into existence in 1893. Calcutta Historical Society, an organization 
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of the British officials was formed in 1907 to congregate a goodly pile of information of old 

Calcutta. Similarly, the Varendra Research Society was founded in 1910 in Rajshahi, 

presently in Bangladesh. 

It is to be noted that being one of the epicenters of ancient Bengal the Varendra region 

as well as Northern Bengal possessed a huge archaeological evidences, the major ingredient 

of writing the ancient history. It was revealed that this was the most crucial factor which 

strongly tempted the dedicated intellectuals like Akshay Kumar Maitra, Sarat Kumar Ray and 

Ramaprasad Chanda to establish an organization for the rediscovery of early history of 

Bengal. The germination of such an idea of research institute was also influenced by the 

inspiration of many Bengali thinkers.  Ultimately the idea was materialized as Varendra 

Research Society. The details have however been described in chapter- I. 

To fulfill the vision of rediscovery of early history of Bengal, the Varendra Research 

Society had carried out a number of missions like, I) Collection of antiquities through  

exploration  and excavation; II) Research and III) Publication. 

On or after its humble beginning the Varendra Research Society, slowly but steadily 

emerged as a flourished institution owing to its multifocal activities. It has been shown in our 

research that how it carried out regular exploration and short investigatory tours in various 

corners of Varendra region as well as other parts of Bengal and a few extra regions of Indian 

subcontinent. In fact because of this action its museum (VRM) has become a magnificent 

edifice containing the unique relics of the past. And these relies containing sculptures, 

inscriptions, coins, terracotta, manuscripts etc are essential for the reconstruction of any 

sphere for the history of ancient Bengal. It is regarded that the base of a race depends on the 

richness of its history. The huge collection of Varendra Research Museum indicates the 

richness of the early history of the Bengalees. Being successful in the scheme of exploration 
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the Society put its endeavor to excavate some archaeological sites of Northern Bengal. The 

standard excavation of some sites through this private Society is the earliest of its category in 

India. These attempts of excavation of the Society contributed in some degree to make known 

the unknown history of the early period of Bengal. For citation mention may be made of 

Paharpur excavation. The detailed has been discussed in chapter-III. 

Varendra Research Society impressed the intellectual world not only through its 

exploration and excavations or by collecting huge ingredients of history, but proved itself as a 

multifocal institution all the way through its other missions of research and publication. 

Actually the skill and expertise of the Society’s scholars, indeed, assisted the Society to 

develope itself into a proper centre for research. The library of Varendra Research Society 

has also become the most dependable centre of research in the field of any of the periods of 

Bengal’s history and  this has got a due focused in our research in the relevant chapter. Hence 

the Society became successful to bring into reality a flock of shining scholars like, Akshay 

Kumar Maitra, Ramaprasad Chanda, Nanigopal Majumder, Nirodbandhu Sanyal, 

Sarashikumar Saraswati, Upendranath Ghoshal, Radhagobindo Basak, and many others, 

almost all of whom became eminent in the academic world. These scholars contributed a 

number of original as well as path breaking works and articles. In this respect we should cite 

the paradigm of Gaudarajamala, the first scientific work of early history of Bengal. Similarly 

we should cite example of Gaudalekhamala, Inspription of Bengal: Volume III, as 

indispensable source books for the ancient history of Bengal. The thorough study on the 

inscriptions has let us to deal with some issues which might have been left out for a long 

time. 

Thus it appears that the Society has contributed a lot for the sake of historical research 

and if anyone is to think about the publication trend of the Society, which has been presented 
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in the chapter no- III, there cannot be doubt at all concerning the vision and mission of the 

institution. 

The dissertation has also presented issues relating to the translations of historical and 

classical texts(detailed in chapter III) and it is likely that such efforts on the part of the 

institution has opened many dimensions of historical research undertaken by the scholars 

during the colonial period and thereafter.  

The importance of history of art can hardly be ignored and the Varendra Resaerch 

Society has contributed a lot in this respect. Our research in this dissertation has presented a 

detailed study on the subject and at the same time it has recorded the planning and purpose of 

the museum of the Society for the development of the area mentioned. 

Thus it may be observed that though the Varendra Research Society had to run through a 

number of problems and challenges (detailed in chapter IV), the untiring efforts and 

commitments of its members and scholars had contributed to develop itself as one of the most 

renowned research institution in the Indian subcontinent. The fame of this institution was not 

only restricted to Indian subcontinent, rather it became successful to attain recognition 

worldwide in some extent. Hence we can see that the secretary general of the United Nations 

invited the Varendra Research Museum to send a delegate to the UNESCO during the period 

17th August to 6th September, 1949. Even though the partial liability of the museum 

transferred to a separate committee o administration in 1937, the research works were 

continued with the same flow. And after the extinction of the Society in 1963 and shifting of 

the museum to the hands of the University of Rajshahi at least the research work still has 

been continuing by the scholars of Bangladesh and by the outsiders from different parts of the 

world.  
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As a final point it may be stated that the documents and materials collected and preserved in 

the museum and library would always be source of inspiration to the scholars at large and it is 

likely that days and after this motivation might reveal some new dimensions which are still 

untouched. Therefore the name and fame of Varendra Research Society will remain 

undamaged until and unless the Indological studies come to an end. 
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